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Homecoming Highlights

What a week at WCV!!!!





Parent/Teacher Conferences are Coming!!!

Be on the lookout for an email next
week with directions to sign up for
parent-teacher conferences. Here
are the dates and times for fall
Parent/Teacher conferences:

October 28th: 3:00 PM - 8:00 PM

October 29th: 9:00 AM - Noon

Colder weather is coming!!!

Make sure your students
head to school properly
dressed for the weather!



Art Room News

Lots of fun projects happening in the art room!  Here are some 1st graders using
some “spray paint” to create some abstract art!

2nd graders went outside and collected some textures from the playground that
will be used for another art project.  Stay tuned!

Everyone at the beginning of school created a paper sculpture lizard.  Here are some of
the 4th graders with their creations!



4th graders used expressive lines and music to create these works of art that will
be repurposed into something else.  Stay tuned!

Every class earned a chance to try something new.  We all went outside and created
these abstract nature pieces.  Here are some 5th graders and 3rd graders using some

“spray paint”!



Guidance News

In Elementary Guidance with Mrs. Oltmanns, we have been focusing on the
Zones of Regulation.  Each Zone is associated with a color and particular
feelings.  For example, the blue zone is associated with sadness.  We are

learning the Zones to help regulate our emotions and identify which coping
skills will be most effective to each individual.

These 2nd graders are
doing Work Places in

Math. They are showing
what they know by filling

out the Work PLace
Sentence Frame

Worksheets.



Elementary Music Update

WCV Elementary students have begun preparations for the K-5 Veteran’s Day
program!  Our program will be on November 11th at 9:00 AM in the Stuart high

school gym.  Please spread the word and invite any and all local and family
Veterans to join us!  We are very much looking forward to remembering,

honoring, and paying tribute to our country!!
Also, looking ahead, this year's Winter Concerts will be on December, 20th.  The
Stuart Elementary concert will be at 6:00 PM and the Dexter Elementary concert

will be at 7:00 PM.

Students playing a high-frequency
word game. The paper flies had

words on them. The students said
the word and swatted it with a fly

swatter. They loved it!

When teaching word blends such as “br” or “spl”, Mrs. Plowman
brought in a blender, carrots, broccoli and peppers to demonstrate!

Each vegetable represented a letter. After the vegetables were
blended, we realized we still have the same vegetables but they
now look a little different! This is what happens to letters when
they’re blended too! They’re still there, but they sound a little

different!  Now that we have this information we’re on a quest to find
22 different words, each containing a different blend, in our

Independent reading or on the walls of our classroom. We must
spell the words correctly and write them without backwards letters in

order for them to count toward our end goal.  Once we’ve written
these words onto we will earn a BLENDED SMOOTHIE PARTY!
The First Graders have been working diligently at the Write the

Room center to conquer this feat!  We currently have over half of
the blends accounted for. Stay tuned next month to learn if we
earned our Blended Smoothie Party!




